The 2014 Fleet:SH2 DISCUS
SH3 DISCUS
SH4 DISCUS
Hire price for LGS members 62p/min max charge 2.5hours = £93.00
All the above have superb trailers, two with Swan trailers and one with a Cobra
trailer.
All fitted with “Clearnav” systems and new panels.
SH7 GROB 102
SH8 GROB 102
SH9 GROB 102
Hire price for LGS members 57p/min max charge 2.5 hours = £85.50
Also with trailers but kept rigged in the hangar.
Please see below for flying qualifications required for each type.
The Surrey & Hants Single Seater Committee:
Colin Simpson – Chairman
Pete Masson
Rick Bastin
Colin Watt
Werner Stroud
Chris Marren
Darren Smith

Single Seater Flying Requirements 2014
Before flying any aircraft all members must ensure they satisfy the necessary criteria as
detailed below.
Any of the requirements may be waived at the discretion of the CFI or Staff instructor
only.
Someone who is current on type must give the briefings. If this person is not an
instructor then an instructor must supervise the briefing.
All type conversions should be on Aerotow. A minimum of two Aerotows is required
before conversion to the winch.
A pilot flying a new type shall have their logbook signed with the appropriate type
approval. (Visitors card in the case of temporary members).

Local Flying

Cross Country

Grob 102

20 solo flights
Glass conversion in K21
Briefing and check flight
with Assistant or Full rated
instructor

5 flights on type
+ 5 hours on type
+ XC endorsement
+ CFI/DCFI authorization
+ Observed spot landing*

Discus

Bronze ‘C’
20 hrs solo, including 10
hours in G102/similar
Briefing and check flight with
full rated instructor

5 flights on type
+ XC endorsement
+ CFI/DCFI authorization
+ Silver Dist authorization
CFI/DCFI only
+ Observed spot landing
signed off by an instructor*

Visiting pilots flying the Discuses must have a completed Silver “C” and 75 hours P1.
* This is the same test as required for Red Card and must be done for each glider
model.

